May 10, 2022 – Graves again attempts to fully fund Duplication of Benefits victims who did not receive their full grant award

November 19, 2021 – Graves introduces an amendment that would make funds available to provide relief to disaster victims from Duplication of Benefits

September 21, 2021 – Graves introduced an amendment that would prohibit the SBA Administrator from carrying out enforcement actions against a Duplication of Benefits victim if the recipient is eligible for CDBG-DR funds and Duplication of Benefits relief, but has not yet received their grant

September 16, 2021 – Graves introduced an amendment that would provide $2,500,000,000 for Duplication of Benefits victims nationwide dating back to Hurricane Sandy

July 2, 2021 – Graves Co-Introduces Bipartisan Bill to Increase SBA Physical Damage Limits on Loans, Made Sure Duplication of Benefits Not a Factor

February 26, 2021 – Graves introduced an amendment that would have protected any of the funding provided to the RESTORE program from new arbitrary income criteria based on U.S. Housing and Urban Development (HUD) grants. This would have helped Duplication of Benefits victims and ensured that every eligible victim of the 2016 floods got the relief they deserve and need

February 12, 2021 – Graves introduced another amendment to bring relief to Duplication of Benefits victims

August 5, 2020 – Graves Uses House Appropriations to Force SBA and HUD Compliance with Duplication of Benefits Fix

February 13, 2020 – Graves and Scalise Meet with Acting OMB Director on Morganza-to-the-Gulf, Expressed Concerns on Duplication of Benefits Fix

October 11, 2019 – Graves Announces Duplication of Benefits Update
- June 14, 2019 – Graves Announces HUD Guidance on DOB
- March 11, 2019 – Graves: Statement on Flood Victims Filing Suit Against HUD
- January 16, 2019 – Garret Graves, Cedric Richmond Continue the Fight for Louisiana Flood Victims
- October 3, 2018 – Graves' Duplication of Benefits FIX to Become Law
- June 13, 2018 – Graves Meets with HUD Sec. Carson on Restore Louisiana Program, Flood Recovery Path Forward
- April 27, 2018 – Graves's Legislation to Fix Duplication of Benefits Clears House a Second Time
- December 21, 2017 – Critical Relief for Louisiana Disaster Victims on the Way
- December 1, 2017 – Graves Announces Duplication of Benefits Fix, Other Disaster Policy Improvements in Sweeping FEMA Reform Legislation
- November 20, 2017 – Graves Applauds White House Concurrence on Disaster Funding for Flood Control and Schools
- November 16, 2017 – Graves–Richmond File Bill to Solve Onerous “Duplication of Benefits” Penalty